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Tagged: Hyundai Hyundai Sonata Sedans. December Folding mirrors It's about time. I thought
the 07s would have them considering the 07 Elantras do. Note also the side marker lights.
Backy, I thought the Sonata in the home market has the folding mirrors and side market lights
features already. I've been told these features should make their way to the NA market. More:
Sources close to Hyundai has the facelift to include changes such as a six-speed, new dash,
and others. I am sure more will pop up as we get close to the 08 Sonata, should appear in most
markets by late With Honda bring out their diesel Accord next year I hope Hyundai drops their
turbodiesel in the Sonata. I have a feeling that the diesel Accord is going to sell very well.
Hopefully highway mileage will trickle up a couple of MPG. My 99 Galant has K and counting
and while it's trouble-free, I am beginning to tire of it and would like something a little nicer and
with a larger interior. Here is another picture from Hyundai Exchange, of an interior Hyundai is
probably considering for the The center stack is much smoother, and dark trim creates a
contrast. Also, the seats are a similar color to the dash topper. Note the doors have been
reworked to too. Hopefully, they won't mess up the exterior like they did on the '97 Sonata
restyle. I like that they moved the center vents to the top of the dash versus below the radio. The
center console looks much cleaner I hope this is what we have in store. Yep - all you Sonata
owners just lost an extra grand in resale value over what it otherwise would've been when the
new interior hits the dealer lots next December. Just kidding. That's ok I am really interested in
the new V8 RWD model coming out next year and will be interested to see what they do to the
Azera. Times are changing and it's getting exciting for Hyundai. Well, so be it, but I've also read
that starting with the MY, they will be adding a governor speed limiter. That's some serious
speed! If you do a search on youtube, you can find some video of the NF Sonata just hitting
approx on the speedo. Why would any one be concerned with Hyundai adding a speed limiter
:confuse: When was the last time any sane person did over mph in the states? I have hit on the
highway in very fast moving traffic but that appears to be my limit. If you are driving over mph I
hate to ruin the fun for your guys, but this interior isn't it. And who is your secret source that's
"in-the-know"??? Someone who works closely with the product planning department in Cali.
Well, now there's a solid source Think I'll just wait 'til the s hit the showrooms, myself. January
So I'm not exactly crazy, but I'm just not fond of the idea of 'big brother' placing a limiter on the
car. Check out these links Makes me wonder how fast my 4 will go. I have wondered about the
mph speedometer. Mmmmmmmm I live in Montana mmmmmmm.. Wish me luck. I'll post the
results if I live. In we did not have a speed limit here, wonderful time What a state! I'm curious to
how fast it can go before topping out, so if you do, please do post the results! I was just told
where I can give it a try. I'm going to check on tire ratings B4 I do it. It's a long way between
places here and we like to get where we're going right away. Good luck and be safe! BTW, what
year is your sonata and trim level? Click on my handle and it will take you to "MyCarSpace".
Oops that won't work. If you want you can do a search of members in Montana, I'm there.
Pictures there. I'll only do top speed once, I hope. For as liberal as I've been accused of being
:shades: I can still be a little conservative. I wanted to do it yesterday but the wind was blowing
about 30 MPH and we still have some ice on the roads. I will set up a spotter for the the other
end of the "track" I will say though I've met some very nice Montana State Troopers in the last
12 years. Clicking on someone's name gives you a link to that person's CarSpace page in the
upper left corner. Ray, It's odd here in Montana. If you are speeding and no other vehicles are
around you they don't have to give you a ticket. That's why they are so nice. Now Wyoming is

another story. No offense to those in Wyoming. They've had steak dinners on me there. HEy i
heard that you guys are talking about spped so my question is i have a sonata v6 horsepower?
Do you think its preety good at going fast is it better than a hp civic 98 cuz thats my friends car
thanks. Are you asking if a hp car is faster than a HP car :confuse:. I'd bet on the Civic :shades:.
Came to see what the deal is with the 08 Sonata. Apparently not much going on here. I thought
maybe the 08 would be the answer to the falling sales numbers for the Sonata. Just to let you
guys know I haven't forgotten about the speed test. Weather has been bad here. I'm waiting for
a clear day with no wind. May be a long wait. March I raced my V6 3. While his car stopped
pulling rev lim. The wind force is extremely powerful at mph and only cars not sport bikes with
strong transmissions, structural integrity, and aerodynamic shape can reach such a speed. It is
like driving into a hurricane of gategory 4 at near zero speed. You may not feel such force from
inside but I can tell you it is close to category 4 hurricane wind speed. All of you know the
destruction force of strong hurricanes. My Grand Caravan reached a mph and I felt the car is
telling me enough is enough. I have I4 but I will never try such a test for sure. For instance, is it
for sure that the interior will get a makeover? There is word a facelift is expected for the
upcoming model year , however, the home market generally gets the first dib so markets such
as North American may see it next year but as a MY. What is interesting, a ward article earlier in
the year has indicated the 4 cylinder option would be available for all trims shortly in the US,
possibly within the next few months as Hyundai USA rolls out the model. It makes sense that
the refreshed Sonata would appear here in the MY. That fits Hyundai's typical pattern of a
refresh after 3 years. But that also means that if I consider a car in this class when I buy my next
car next year, it would probably be the Optima and not the Sonata. April Why the Optima over
the Sonata Backy? But the Optima also offers a nicer interior IMO, a 5-speed automatic with the
I4, a more comfortable driving position for me with the non-power seat including a telescopic
wheel , and a little crisper handling than on the Sonata. Good question Craig. I don't think the
Optima is scheduled for a face lift in MY My Sonata is an '05 and I like the styling. Didn't like the
'06 generation at first, but it grows on ya. Just got our small business an '07 Sonata for my
brother 5 weeks ago. He's just ecstatic about the car. I noticed also that the Optima V6 is the 2.
Those are good reasons. Guess you'll have to see what each offers in the '08 models. As you
know, face lifts often include other tweaking. My brother said the '07 GLS probably had enough
juice, but we felt the SE, basic, offered enough extras to justify the price differential vs the GLS
with premium pkg. Good Luck. Except what I'm hearing is that it's unlikely the '08 Sonata will
get a facelift, that it will be the '09 MY Sonata with the facelift. And that makes sense given
Hyundai's history of doing refreshes after 3 model years. If that is the case, and there is no
change to the Sonata's crash protection or interior for '08, I won't be considering one. May Does
anyone have the time to photochop the Genesis, Elantra and current Sonata? I think that hybrid
they would be close to a '09 Sonata. I'm betting the tail lights from the Elantra, the front end of
the Genesis without the finicky chrome and more aggressively flared wheel arches. The overall
stance will also be more raked. I reckon that will be close to the mark Well, you can dream. Most
likely the roofline will be unchanged--too expensive to change that. The changes to the front
and rear could be minor tweaks, but they could be extensive too--consider the mid-generation
makeover the Sonata got for MY I expect the dash will be reworked also--it is a sore point with
some people, and isn't as nice as even the Elantra's dash IMO. Maybe some power tweaks to the
engines--we'll have to see about that. Personally I think the Sonata has plenty of power, but
some competitors have moved ahead of the Sonata so Hyundai may feel they have to "keep up
with the Joneses. Even though there is not a body refresh, I wouldn't rule out improved crash
protection. A brace here, a gusset there, thicker or thinner existing metal, and crash protection
can be greatly improved. Crash protection need not affect the outward appearance of the car
whatsoever. Backy, you're right. I'm not expectin
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g anyone to actually photochop. I thought that the Sonata was due for a major re-skin in ' It
sounds like you are talking minor alterations. I agree about the Elantra. The dash is more
contemporary. Have you seen any spy pics at all? They should be testing now. I've even trawled
Korean sites to come up blank I agree. Look what they did for example with the '04
Elantra--improved the IIHS frontal offset test results from Poor to Good, and without major
design changes. Maybe just stronger steel in the B pillar would be enough for the Sonata, or
even a change to the armrests that was something Ford did to get the Fulan's side crash score
up to Good. Hyundai can do something about it, if they want to. Question is, do they want to?
Hey guys, The brochures for '08's came in yesterday and there are a few changes being made to

the trims. GLS The 2. If you want that stuff and a V6, get the SE! Premium Pkg. Any changes on
pricing you can share? Thanks for the info. Sign In or Register to comment.

